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1/12 Selkirk Avenue, Black Forest, SA 5035

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 1 Type: Unit

Anton Vizzari

0418672130

Daniel Wells

0478005455
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https://realsearch.com.au/anton-vizzari-real-estate-agent-from-harris-real-estate-glenelg-rla-226409
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$500k-$550k

Reimagined for a new era with mid-century origins embraced, and pride of place on one of Black Forest's most

impressively tree-lined streets, this two-bedroom homette is bursting with scope to be your perfect downsizer, first

home, or 'set and forget' investment.Sloping lines and cream brick honour C1955 heritage and cast an impressive street

presence, fronting a floorplan defined by expansive living area. Wrapped with bay, porthole, and picture windows, lined

with timber laminate floors, and centred by brick fireplace, it's a flawless first impression for the calibre carried

throughout. Crisp white cabinetry and subway tile backsplash elevate an updated central kitchen, while a semi-enclosed

pergola extends the living footprint alfresco, offering the ultimate private outdoor retreat. Two generous bedrooms

provide plenty of room for bespoke configuration, both serviced by a high-end bathroom with floor-to-ceiling tiles,

wall-hung vanity and LED oval mirror, delivering a serene space to start or end the day. Black Forest occupies enviable

positioning between the city and the sea, while proximity to the Tram line makes it easy to leave the car at home for the

morning commute. A quick walk finds you at Dear Daisy, Sublime, or Our Boy Roy for your morning caffeine hit or lazy

brunch, while Forest Avenue Reserve and Goodwood Oval are also easily accessible on foot. Nearby Cumberland Park

and Kurralta Park Shopping Centres for numerous amenities, with walking distance to Black Forest Primary and enviable

zoning for Adelaide and Adelaide Botanic High Schools ticking the final boxes. Old meets new, form meets function, style

meets convenience- it's the best of both worlds from every angle. More to love:• Private frontage onto Lincoln

Avenue• Double garage• Separate laundry• High ceilings• Established gardens• Ceiling fansSpecifications:CT /

5033/75Council / UnleyZoning / SNBuilt / 1955Council Rates / $980.50paStrata Rates / $496pq (including sinking

fund)Emergency Services Levy / $187.60paSA Water / $126.39pqEstimated rental assessment / $490 to $520 per week /

Written rental assessment can be provided upon requestNearby Schools / Black Forest P.S, Goodwood P.S, Richmond P.S,

Plympton P.S, Adelaide H.S, Adelaide Botanic H.S, Mitcham Girls H.S, Springbank Secondary CollegeDisclaimer: All

information provided has been obtained from sources we believe to be accurate, however, we cannot guarantee the

information is accurate and we accept no liability for any errors or omissions (including but not limited to a property's land

size, floor plans and size, building age and condition). Interested parties should make their own enquiries and obtain their

own legal and financial advice. Should this property be scheduled for auction, the Vendor's Statement may be inspected at

any Harris Real Estate office for 3 consecutive business days immediately preceding the auction and at the auction for 30

minutes before it starts. RLA | 226409


